Egan Library
Student Course Rating Comments Summer 2014
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Library as place / Facility
It would have been helpful if library was open on the weekend and open later on the weekdays. ED380
Just additional hours during the summer. other than that everything was great. ED380
Would have been nice if the library hours were extended on the weekends. ED380
I wish the library was open for longer hours during this summer session. We relied on it as a productive study
space whenever we could. ED631
It would have been helpful if the library was open on Saturdays and open later on weekdays ED631
It would have been nice if the library was open longer during the summer semester. I liked that we could print our
documents at the library. ED631
Because it is a summer class and the library hours were reduced we weren't able to use the library as much as we
would have wanted. EDRE676
Their hours were limited for summer session terms. The tutoring offices closed on July 3, 2014 which made it very
difficult for me to turn in my assignment after proper proofing edit which put a strain on me. Keep in mind that
summer sessions are condensed and this really put a strain on the students overall grade. The tutoring summer
sessions needs to improve for this reason. Please consider in the future. Thank you for your consideration and
time. ENGL212

What's up with the computers being off? I respect the idea to conserve electricity but damn it I've got
work to do. I don't have time to boot up this machine every ding-dong day. Maybe a closer reading of
when classes are scheduled would help keep the computers on at more convenient times. Oh! And
holla' at my boy Gabe who was in the LEARNING CENTER to help me with a math problem. ENGL418
I only used the library for printing ED631
The Microfiche machines are pretty neat-o. Thank Godzilla for that massive printer out front. Yo, why were the
student work computers (log-in required) always shutdown when I walked into the library? Shit was hella'
annoying when I wanted to use those machines and was pressed for time. PSY333

Collections
I would not have been able to complete my homework for this class had it not been for the library. ANTH101
Library resources were very helpful on final journal assignment. ANTH101
Great service, I was able to find all the information for my research project! ANTH205
A few of the materials I wanted to use were not available. ANTH205
The Teacher's resources were awesome. ART160
I used the library resources for my business project. BA151
Best resource for this class! BIOL253

Courses where student(s) indicated they didn’t need or didn’t use the library
ACCT202-JD1
ACCT293-JD1
ALST300-JD1
BA462-JD1
ASTR225-TD1
BA343-JD1
BA462-JD1
BIOL111-TD1
BIOL112-TD1
BIOL240-TD1
CIOS105-TD1
CIOS235-TD1
ED320E-JD1

ED593-J12
ED680-JD1
ED690-J01
EDSE482-JD1
EDSE605-JD1
EDSE612-JD1
HIM272-TD1
HS105-J01
MATH107-TD1
MINL193P-J01
PADM638-JD1
PHIL313-KD1

Comments related to services and instruction
Library Online
Many of the articles that I was looking for through Egan took me to Linksys and from there the articles were
difficult to locate. ED333
ENGL111- The library had a vast amount of resource.
ENGL111- Wow! had no idea what was available through the online library! Amazing.
ENGL211- Definitely relied on the UAS databases for research, and also appreciated the help of Jennifer Brown in
researching, she was very helpful.
ENGL212- Happy to have access to an online library!
ENGL212- JSTOR and the Egan Library were helpful for research.
GEOL105- I thought that JSATOR was difficult to access.
MATH105- I was not a big fan of having an Ebook, I would rather have had a hard copy of the textbook. I found I
hardly used the Ebook at all (even thought I wanted to) because it was annoying having it online.
PADM671- I have had a difficult time accessing the online journal database, which was troubling during this
semester.
PSY250- The library materials available online have changed and it not as helpful as it was last semester.
PSY333- The inter library loans and all the articles purchased by the university is wonderful.
SOC101- I only used JSTOR as this was the site the instructor showed us how to use. I'm sure if I had more time I
would be able to use the others. But, just knowing the resource is there is helpful.

Online Website and Other
BA152- I'm a student returning to finish my degree and I'm not very versed in how to use the library resources so I
choose to use other resources. I haven't taken the time to go to the Library to get a refresher course on how to
access information.
BA330- The text and the internet (yes google scholar is handy) were the only resources I needed.
BIOL240- needed to due a research paper on a specific disease, I found a lot of books and articles at Egan Library
that helped me with this project. Thank you
ED230- Most content for this course was on the internet, by definition of a technology course. The Library was
used, but only for academic journals.

Interlibrary Loan
This was a three week course, so it was difficult to get the interlibrary loan material on time for my critical essay.
EDRE671

General positive comments
Very pleased with the library ED631

Instruction
Library director met with us in Juneau and gave us an overview of the services offered by the library. It was very
informative. ALST603
The librarian who spoke in our class share helpful information regarding the new changes in checking out books,
how to go about it, and even the new library cards. ALST603
Jonah was great!!! ED380
Jennifer was awesome! She helped me so much! ED627
Jennifer was super awesome!!!! ED627
Mrs. Ward was very helpful with finding research for grant proposals. ED627
Jonah from the library came over and gave us an awesome tutorial on researching and made it clear he was
available to help us further. I had already gotten help from him, and he is awesome! ED631
Jennifer was great ED637
Thanks Mrs. Ward for helping me with my grant/school improvement plan. ED637
Jennifer was extremely helpful and showed me how to use the services available and request articles. EDRE 671
Jennifer was very helpful and I couldn't have completed this course effectively without her excellent, informative
session. EDRE 671

Ms. Ward was very helpful when I was having trouble finding the resources I needed. ENGL211
This is the first time in 12 years I have written a research paper. When I was in high school electronic databases
were not available. It was overwhelming to learn how to navigate searches and research protocol. I found the
EGAN library staff very helpful and understanding. They were proficient in their willingness to assist. HOWEVER. I
found the support limited in preparation for actually writing and editing my final paper. On staff, there was only 1
person. This is not adequate. Even if it is summer. PSY 333

General Constructive / negative comments
Learning, Testing and Writing Center Comments

HOWEVER. I found the support limited in preparation for actually writing and editing my final paper. On staff,
there was only 1 person. This is not adequate. Even if it is summer. PSY333

Student Success Center (Sitka)
actually we don't really have a library here on the Sitka campus, however our student success center's computers
have been down for a majority of the summer and the computers that did work have been plagued with printing
issues since the spring semester or longer. Please help, for an online campus we have little or no online availability
or aid in obtaining our course work from the campus here in Sitka. ACCT 201
we need a uas library here in sitka!!! BA 151

